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Introduction
● Vision Transformers (ViT), have increasingly become 

important as they outperform Convolutional Neural 
Networks (CNN) in many domains. 

● Vision models have been shown to exhibit social biases. 
Most metrics to detect them have been limited to CNNs.

● We aim to answer the following research questions:
○ Is gender bias exhibited differently by CNNs and ViTs?
○ How can the effect of gender bias in both CNNs and ViTs be 

measured?

Measuring Bias
● Accuracy Difference: 

○ Class balanced dataset ⅅ(Xi,Yi,gi) 
[Xi:image,Yi:label,gi:protected attribute (gender)]

○ gi ∈ {m,w}, (m : men, w : women)
○ ⅅbalanced ⊂ ⅅ; f (gi(m = w))
○ ⅅimbalanced ⊂ ⅅ; f (gi(m > w ∨  m < w))
○ ⅅtest ⊂ ⅅ
○ Let image classifiers Munbiased be trained on ⅅbalanced and 

Mbiased be trained on ⅅimbalanced having an accuracy of Abiased 
and Aunbiased on ⅅtest respectively

○ Accuracy Difference(Δ) = |Aunbiased - Abiased|

● Image-Image Association Score (IIAS)
For two images I1 and I2, with extracted features ν1 and ν2 
respectively, we calculate image similarity and IIAS as:

A and B: images of men and women; W: real-world concept e.g., 
occupation (images). Features extracted from final pre-fully 
connected layer for CNNs and the final pre-MLP layer for ViTs.

The Dataset

Main occupations dataset; CEO (L) & Nurse. Masked 
images at the bottom.

Gender attributes. 
Men (top).

Methodology
● Bias Analytics using Image Classifiers

○ 4 CNN models: VGG16, ResNet152, Inceptionv3, 
Xception; 4 ViT models: ViT B/16, B/32, L/16, L/32.

○ All pre-trained on Imagenet and fine-tuned on 
balanced and imbalanced dataset.

○ Trained 80 models: (4 CNNs & 4 ViTs) x 2 (biased & 
unbiased) x 5 iterations.

● Bias Analytics using CLIP
○ 4 different CLIP image encoders: CNNs ResNet 

50 and 50x4 and ViTs ViT B/16 and B/32.
○ CLIP zero-shot predictions using 100 

occupations and the gender attributes dataset.

Findings

Accuracy Difference (top), IIAS (middle), and CLIP ZS (bottom)

Conclusions
ViTs amplify gender bias due to:
● A shallower loss landscape leading to better 

generalisation.
● Global attention and a larger receptive field due to the 

multi-headed self-attention mechanism that enables them 
to capture more visual cues and long-term dependencies.
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